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Abstract: Environmental education activities should be organized in order to 
protect the nature and to increase population awareness in this sense. The 
present paper aims to achieve this objective, by using Valea Roșie Nature 2000 
tourist map in print and digital form as an instrument for environmental 
education activities. These types of graphical and cartographic materials can be 
efficient means for transmitting information to pupils/students, tourists etc. 
Also, it can contribute to school curriculum improvement in a moment when 
many educational institutions have eliminated or drastically reduced 
environmental education classes and activities.
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AIMS AND BACKGROUND

In many countries, environmental education has become a new dimension of the educational curriculum aiming to initiate and promote positive attitudes regarding the environment, especially among young people. In Romanian schools, environmental education is an optional discipline. It would be necessary to be included among other subjects of the curriculum such as: geography, biology, physical education and sports, arts etc., and this could be done by school, based on parents' consent. This type of education acts in the following directions: educational needs - awareness regarding the risk of environmental degradation; benefits for society - by developing an appropriate behaviour of youngsters towards protecting and conserving nature (Eagles et al., 2001; Vishwanath, 2006; Kumar, 2006; Linc et al., 2011; Ollerrer, 2012; Blewitt, 2013; Stevenson et al., 2013; Bancheva, 2015; Ienciù et al., 2013; Ilieș et al., 2015; Jovanovic et al., 2016; Ilieș et al., 2016). The present paper aims to address issues of environmental education in a natural protected area within Nature 2000 sites network (Valea Roșie Nature 2000 site ROSCI0267). The area is located in the central western part of Bihor County, in Oradea Metropolitan Area (Figure 1). The territory occupied by the site includes three categories of land: pasture (3%), beech forests (93%) and forest habitats (4%) (Herman et al., 2016a).

Figure 1. Valea Rosie Nature 2000 Site location

Data from this area outline the existence of a single type of habitat - 9130 beech forests Asperulo-Fagetum (according to Annex I of Council Directive 92/43/EEC it requires the declaration of special conservation areas), and also of some animal species of Community interest whose conservation requires the designation of special areas in this

**EXPERIMENTAL**

Our research methodology consisted in: bibliographical documentation, field survey and mapping. After obtaining the information, we begun the analytical phase - processing data and information obtained through GIS technology and other specialized software. In order to reach the aim of the present paper, we called also a qualitative research method – the focus group. Using this in-depth methodological frame we can provide a complementary mean regarding the dimensions of environmental education in Oradea and the way in which this aspect in approached in relation to a natural protected area (Golumbeanu et al., 2014). The interactive tourist map of Valea Roșie Natura 2000 site (Figure 2), Bihor County, Romania has been created by using the application ArcGis Online. From a structural point of view, it has been organized into thematic layers: tourist attractions, trails, limits of Valea Roșie Natura 2000 site, with the possibility of introducing other thematic layers as well, changing the existing ones according to the necessities etc. The legend of the map is bilingual, Romanian and English.

![Figure 2. Interactive tourist map of Valea Roșie Natura 2000 site, Bihor County, Romania](http://www.arcgis.com/apps/MapTools/index.html?webmap=f54ec5bf01fa4660be159c5d29b2bb8)

The map can be accessed at the hyperlink: http://www.arcgis.com/apps/MapTools/index.html?webmap=f54ec5bf01fa4660be159c5d29b2bb8. The development of the tourist map within the present study gathers a lot of basic elements in what regards the rules and techniques of visual communication in tourism. The map provides interpretative trails, which, according to Morales (1992) can be seen as touristic service for a general public, casual visitor to an area or not.
The trails on the map are developed along natural paths and are accessible for a wide range of population (even for people with disabilities) on foot, bicycle, horse-riding etc., and is one of the best ways to enjoy activities in a protected area. We state that the map has an appealing aspect (Ham, 1992) and fulfils specific technical requirements related to layout, design and operation (MBRS, 2005). Trails layout is circular and uses curved lines, which, according to some specific studies are more attractive for people because they create a sense of curiosity (Ham, 1992).

The map is more than informative; it also provides information and location of certain elements of major interest and importance (MBRS, 2005). Besides, this map could be a strategic element for environmental education in a protected area, due to the fact that principles of nature conservation are better transmitted and understood if they are graphically illustrated by using familiar elements and facts (Herman et al., 2016b; MBRS, 2005). Therefore, we believe that the usage of such tourist maps can awaken and even enhance visitors’ desire to conserve the protected area.

FOCUS GROUP METHOD AND RESULTS ANALYSIS

The general objective of the focus group was to investigate how ecological education classes are integrated in the curriculum at pre-university level in Oradea. Accordingly, we delineated 3 specific objectives (Babbie, 2011): SO1: identifying the methods/instruments used by teachers from schools in Oradea city in order to integrate environmental education classes in the curriculum; SO2: outlining the feedback collected from pupils after participating at environmental education classes; SO3: identifying how cartographic materials (maps) can be integrated in environmental education classes. The focus group gathered different specialists who share common interests regarding ecological education in natural protected areas and who can provide professional opinions about our topic of interest.

The total number of participants was eight: the custodian of Valea Roșie protected area, an environmental education specialist, a pre-university teacher, an environmental specialist, a geographer, a biologist, a physician, a sports representative. Discussions, guided by a facilitator, lasted about 1 hour and 30 minutes and were audio-recorded. Throughout discussions participants were guided and encouraged to freely share their perceptions related to the topic.

The interview guide was elaborated in compliance with the research objectives and covers three themes of interest: 1. The way in which ecological education classes are integrated within the curriculum at pre-university level; 2. Pupils’ feedback regarding ecological education classes; 3. The usage of cartographic materials in ecological education. First we aimed at identifying local and regional inhabitants’ (from Oradea city and Bihor County) knowledge degree about Valea Roșie Nature 2000. Results outline the fact that information regarding this area is not widely disseminated among locals.

More popular natural protected areas are those which represent political, economic or social interest. Still, Valea Roșie Nature 2000 is very well known by specialists and in terms of surface, location and possibilities it is a suitable area for thematic study camps addressed to pupils and students. In what follows, analyses made on research themes will be discussed.

Environmental education classes

First of all, we aimed at identifying if schools in Oradea put an emphasis on the importance of ecological education. Answers had a high degree of homogeneity: unfortunately, there are very few schools in our city that provide classes of environmental
education. And when provided, these classes are optional and stipulated only at gymnasium level. Mostly, parents decide the educational path of their children and they tend to choose more pragmatic disciplines.

"Parents prefer math, informatics .... They are not aware of the importance of environmental education. They think children won`t need it" (pre-university teacher).

Even if confronted with this reluctance, pre-university teachers consider that environmental education classes can be promoted through other specific school activities, like cleaning the class room or school-related activities organized in partnership with organizations. These practices tend to have a positive effect on pupils and they are more motivated to learn new things about the environment. Promoting environmental education based on local, regional and national inter-institutional partnerships (universities and public authorities) is also very important.

„We need to increase associativity. Universities can have a major role here. Only by doing this, we have a chance to increase the degree of knowledge regarding environmental education” (environmental specialist).

Feedback from pupils regarding environmental education classes
In rare cases when pre-university children benefit of environmental education, classes are held outside the class room and teachers try to embrace a more applicative teaching-learning process. Hence, children interest regarding environmental education is stimulated and their feedback is always positive.

„Children are curious about environment and they appreciate all related activities. When they get to know certain aspects about environment, they begin to ask additional information” (pre-university teacher). Even if the feedback is positive, the Romanian legal framework is restrictive in what regards the possibility to conduct environmental education classes outside the class room. When the educational process develops in the field, few teachers are willing to assume increased responsibility for every children.

„Teachers don`t want to take responsibility for children when going in the field for a class or another. They simply refuse to do that” (pre-university teacher).

Cartographic material and ecological education
We were also interested in how the cartographic material, mostly tourist maps, can be efficiently integrated in ecological education classes, camps, etc. Two directions were delineated: usage in schools and in extra-curriculum activities. Cartographic materials can provide support for sports activities and competitions, touristic orientation and other tourism-related activities.

„Cartographic materials are being used during ecological education classes in our schools, in Oradea…..but we can rely only on maps” (pre-university teacher).

„Cartographic materials can be efficiently used in different activities: sport, tourism, touristic orientation for children, but not only. I think these materials will add something extra and new to this type of activities” (geographer). In terms of specific methods and techniques used in environmental education adapted to different age groups (preschool, school or high school), the interactive tourist map can be considered a support for practical actions (outdoor exercises, practical work, creative activities etc.) by developing specific activities on the proposed routes. The interactive map can be used for informational training with the help of the computer (e.g. interactive lessons using interactive maps and satellite images, mobile and tablet applications etc.)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Environmental education programs heavily depend on specific environmental conditions and social adaptation related to site`s delimitation; in this case, the
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administrative territory of the municipality of Oradea Metropolitan Area. In order to increase the awareness degree especially among young people (pupils, students etc.) through such activities, it is necessary to have a direct contact with the nature (a primary goal in a natural protected area must be developed through sports and recreation activities; also it would be useful to consult the material before the visit - e.g. books, brochures, guides, maps etc.), and also to have materials placed in situ in order to guide tourists and visitors (e.g. billboards, posters) (Serrano, 2011). In this respect, a first step would to place information boards that contain cartographic material, data about protected flora and fauna, data about tourist attractions etc. The information included on boards aim to awaken the visual sense of the tourists, to train and consolidate some specific skills and competences in order to actively observe and understand the site`s complexity. It would also be useful to have some guidance boards.

Six routes that follow the existing forest roads were proposed within the interactive tourist map; they will be synchronized with the site`s management plan (if it will be available), interlinked with the city of Oradea and neighbouring localities, where other environmentally friendly sports and entertaining activities can be offered. These activities are interconnected with environmental education activities specific for a natural protected area. The prepared cartographic material can be used in proximity schools (e.g. with the help of some PowerPoint presentations, a brochure or a web page etc.) during the ecological education classes and with practical applicability in the field.

CONCLUSIONS

At least at local level, more specific in Oradea city and in Bihor County, schools provide a poor educational offer in what regards environmental education classes. These classes are present mainly at gymnasium level and they are optional. Unfortunately, parents` educational options for their children are oriented towards other disciplines.

However, schools which undertake environmental education classes try to integrate and efficiently use cartographic materials (mostly geographic maps) in their teaching-learning process. But, these materials can be very well integrated in school-related activities and not only, such as sports, competitions, touristic activities etc.

Regardless of the above mentioned aspects, children display positive attitudes towards environmental education, and their curiosity is enhanced by specific practical activities in the field. Even if we take into consideration this feedback, it is a complicated procedure for teachers to conduct environmental education classes outside class rooms, because Romanian legislation is very restrictive in this sense.

A proper and efficient promotion of environmental education at pre-university level would require a strong collaboration between schools and local and regional institutions and authorities, such as universities.
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